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Materials

Pink Turtle Design

John Bead Czech Glass Seed Beads

Size 6/0 - 65401020

Size 8/0 - 65240000

Size 10/0 - 65001052

Czech Glass Turtle Bead 27800954-1058

Mama Bear

John Bead Czech Glass Seed Beads

Size 6/0 - 65401524

Size 8/0 - 65201724

Size 10/0 - 65001523

10mm Travertine Bear 27800958-08S8

Three Flowers 

John Bead Czech Glass Seed Beads

Size 6/0 - 65401524

Size 8/0 - 65240000

Size 10/0 - 65001036

12mm Blue Marble Flower 27802836-00S

Wire Guardian 4x4mm Antique Gold 24001018

LOBSTER CLASP 12mm NF/LF ANTIQUE GOLD 23440019

Must Have Findings - Jump Ring Round 6mm 

Antique Copper 142pcs 26001401-038

Beading Thread Fireline or Wildfire

Size 10 or 11 Hard Beading Needles

Thread Snips

Thread Burner (optional)

Bead Mat



Beading Thread, such as Wildfire or Fireline

Beading Needle, Size 10 hard beading needle

Thread Snips or Burner

Chain Nose Pliers 

Bent Nose Pliers 

What You'll Need



Cut 40 inches of thread and thread a beading needle. 

Pick up two size 10 beads.  Go through the first bead 

added.   

Pick up two size 8 beads.  Loop through the size 10 bead 

below, then come back up through the first size 8 bead 

added.  Repeat with size 6 beads.



Add a Single Focal Bead

Exiting from a 10/0 bead, go through your focal bead and

pick up two, size 10 beads.  Go back through the focal

bead and loop through the size 10 beads below it.

Pick up two size 8 beads.  Go through the size 10 bead

below, continue through the focal bead and the size 10

bead below it.  Loop around the size 8 beads. Come up

through the size 10 bead, the focal, a size 10 bead above

and the size 8 bead above it.   



Add Multiple Focals

The process to add multiple focals is the same, just

treat all the beads as one bead.  Starting from the size

10 bead, [pick up a size 10 bead and a focal bead] three

times, then pick up three size 10, go back through the

first size 10 added after the last focal bead, and

continue through all the beads.  Loop around the size 10

beads below  the bottom focal and come back up

through all beads, exiting from a size 10 bead.  



Add Wire Guardians to each side

Exiting from a size 10 bead, go through and around the

wire guardian.  Go through the size 10 bead below and

loop around.  

Go through the wire guradian again.  Continue

through the size 10 and size 8 bead below.  Loop

around, coming back up through the adjacent 8 bead

and the 10 above it.  Go through the wire guardian

again.  Repeat through the size 6 beads.  Weave in and

trim thread.   



Add the Clasp, Chain, and Embellishments

Open a medium oval jump ring and attach the lobster

clasp to the top wire guardian.  

Use the small oval jump rings to attach the hemetite

flowers, connected by large oval jumps.

Use your head pin to wire wrap the tiny flower and,

using the small oval jump ring, attach it to the

medium oval jump ring.   
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